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Recent advances allow harnessing enormous stores of biological and environmental data to model species niches and
geographic distributions. Natural history museums hold specimens that represent the only information available for
most species. Ecological niche models (sometimes termed species distribution models) combine such information with
digital environmental data (especially climatic) to offer key insights for conservation biology, management of invasive
species, zoonotic human diseases, and other pressing environmental problems. Five major pitfalls seriously hinder
such research, especially for cross-space or cross-time uses: (1) incorrect taxonomic identifications; (2) lacking or
inadequate databasing and georeferences; (3) effects of sampling bias across geography; (4) violation of assumptions
related to selection of the study region; and (5) problems regarding model evaluation to identify optimal model
complexity. Large-scale initiatives regarding data availability and quality, technological development, and capacity
building should allow high-quality modeling on a scale commensurate with the enormous potential of and need for
these techniques.
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Introduction

The relevance of museum data and ecological
niche modeling to society
The vast majority of species on Earth remain known
only from specimens housed in the research col-
lections of natural history museums and herbaria
(hereafter, “museums”), creating the need to in-
fer from such information in order to estimate and
characterize the planet’s biodiversity.1–6 The range,
or geographic distribution, of a species constitutes
one fundamental dimension of biodiversity—for
many species, the only one feasible for study. De-
veloped largely over the past two decades, computer
techniques often termed ecological niche modeling
(or species distributional modeling ; see later) can
harness information from museum specimens to
model a species’ environmental requirements and
identify geographic areas suitable for it.7 To do so,
they use occurrence records of the species in con-
junction with digital environmental data (especially
regarding climate), typically interfacing with com-
puter mapping software termed geographic infor-

mation systems (GIS). Despite the tremendous po-
tential of such techniques and the explosion in their
use over the past decade,8 several factors have con-
spired to impede realization of their full potential.
Based on my fieldwork and research in taxonomy,
systematics, and ecological niche modeling, I offer
this perspective regarding the enormous promise
for, and substantial pitfalls involved in, transforming
occurrence data from museums into niche models
and their associated distributional predictions.

Here, I consider only modeling based on what are
termed presence-only occurrence data, the principal
data source available for studying species distribu-
tions (Table 1). Presence-only data, such as what
can be gleaned directly from museum specimens,
constitute records of places where a species has been
documented—without any information regarding
the species’ abundance (abundance data) or indi-
cating places where it does not occur (presence–
absence data). For the most part, those latter data
types exist only for very well-studied taxonomic
groups in temperate areas of the world, especially
Europe and North America. Hence, for most species,
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Table 1. Biodiversity information (definitions here and in other tables largely follow those of a recent theoretical and
methodological treatment7)

Term Definition

Natural history museum A museum with research collections and scientists studying

biodiversity, often focused on animals. Frequently also contains

extensive public exhibits.

Herbarium A scientific institution with research collections and scientists

studying biodiversity, focused on plants. Frequently also

contains botanical gardens of living plants.

Taxonomy The science of documenting and describing biological diversity,

typically at the level of the species (“alpha taxonomy,” including

naming new species). Revisionary taxonomy refers to efforts to

study a particular group (often a genus) in order to determine

what species exist, describe any new to science, and characterize

all of them (typically based on morphology, although

increasingly leveraging molecular data as well).

Systematics Often considered to include taxonomy, the science of

characterizing biological diversity, including the evolutionary

relationships among species and classifying them accordingly

(typically via the Linnaean system, usually based on the results

of phylogenetic analyses reconstructing evolutionary

relationships, most commonly using molecular data).

GIS Computer software that allows visualization of and calculations

regarding spatial data.

Presence-only data Data sets containing records of where a species has been observed

to be present, but lacking any information regarding sites where

it is absent.

Presence-background data Data sets containing records of where a species has been observed

to be present, as well as information regarding environmental

variation across the study area (the “background”) and whether

or not sampling has occurred there (and if so, whether or not

records of the species exist from those regions).

Presence-pseudoabsence data Data sets containing records of where a species has been observed

to be present, as well as sites where it has not been observed (but

note that the species may actually inhabit these latter sites, which

can lack records of it due to nonexistent or inadequate

sampling).

Presence-absence data Data sets containing records of where a species has been observed

to be present, as well as sites where it is absent, or assumed to be,

despite sampling efforts (but note that the species may actually

inhabit these latter sites, if sampling is present but inadequate).

Abundance data Data sets containing information regarding the abundance of a

species at various sites.
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and especially for poorly studied tropical regions
of high biodiversity, presence-only data sets con-
stitute the only information available.4 Lacking ab-
sence data, most niche-modeling algorithms using
presence-only occurrence data compare the envi-
ronmental conditions of the sites that the species
is known to inhabit with those in a sample of the
“background” available in the study region.9,a Al-
though other sources also can provide presence-only
occurrence data, I focus on data from museums,
which hold the only information available for the
vast majority of species. I do not attempt a full sum-
mary of the field or its uses8,10 or a theoretical syn-
thesis (a void largely filled by a recent book,7 whose
terminology I follow). Rather, I aim to present this
research area and its great utility to nonspecialists,
point out the most overreaching and consistent is-
sues that limit its use, and advocate for an updated
vision regarding the mutualistic, but still vastly un-
derdeveloped, relationship between museums and
ecological niche modeling.11

Niche models based on presence-only occurrence
data hold enormous utility in basic and applied bio-
diversity science, yet even the tremendous increase
in the use of such techniques over the past decade
pales in comparison with their staggering untapped
potential (Table 2). In addition to exciting academic
uses in biogeographic, ecological, and evolutionary
studies, niche models hold great applied relevance—
for example, in conservation biology, the mitigation
of invasive species, and public health concerns re-
lated to zoonotic human diseases. The relevance of
climatic change and other anthropogenic environ-
mental alterations cuts across each of these areas.
Largely because of society’s need to forecast the fu-
ture effects of our actions, it is the ability of niche
models to predict after climatic change that has
attracted the most attention to the field.12,13 The
power of these models to predict suitable conditions
in other places and time periods derives from their
niche-based nature. Instead of directly delineating
in geography the places where a species occurs (its
range, or occupied distributional area), they aim to
characterize the environmental conditions suitable
for the species (its niche; or more precisely, its ex-

aAlternatively, researchers sometimes use a “pseudoab-
sence” sample taken from all pixels lacking a record of the
species.

isting fundamental Grinnellian niche). Subject to
certain critical assumptions,7 such a niche model
then allows identification of the geographic areas
that fulfill those requirements (its abiotically suit-
able area, termed the potential distribution by many
workers) in the region or time period of interest.b

bThe niche represents a central, unifying concept in ecol-
ogy, albeit a complex one with varying perspectives and
definitions presented over the past decades.14–16 To place
the ecological niche models (Table 2) discussed here in
context, I follow the rearrangement of niche concepts ex-
plained at length in a recent theoretical and methodolog-
ical treatment.7 Although the division of niche concepts
into complementary Grinnellian and Eltonian perspec-
tives (that arguably constitute two ends of a continuum)
espoused therein requires simplifying assumptions, this
separation represents a highly useful distinction defensi-
ble in many circumstances. Under this framework, niche
models using presence-only occurrence records (and typ-
ically a background sample of the study region) are based
on environmental variables not affected by the presence
of the species (termed scenopoetic variables). Generally
most relevant and measured at coarse grains, such vari-
ables characterize the species’ Grinnellian niche, delimit-
ing density-independent factors that permit positive pop-
ulation growth rates for the species. Conveniently, this
simplified perspective of the niche can be modeled as
static sets of numbers. Such models differ from those of
what has been termed the Eltonian niche7 (detailed in
a comprehensive treatment14), which considers variables
modified by the presence of the species. Often relevant
and measured at a fine spatial grain and small, local extent,
these variables appear as density-dependent terms in pop-
ulation growth equations, requiring substantially more
complicated mathematical formulations. Consideration
of the Grinnellian niche via static sets of environmental
conditions allows for definition of subsets of it that corre-
spond to important biological situations, inspired by the
long-standing concepts of fundamental and realized com-
ponents of the niche (parallel to that distinction relevant
for Eltonian niches14). For example, the full scenopoetic
Grinnellian fundamental niche of a species likely con-
tains various smaller subsets that represent conditions
that can be termed the: existing fundamental niche, bioti-
cally reduced niche, invadable niche, and occupied niche.
Researchers should consider such realities affecting the
occurrence data for a species when planning a study us-
ing ecological niche modeling and when interpreting the
resulting predictions. For example, dispersal limitations,
biotic interactions, and even the limited set of environ-
mental conditions existing on Earth today may cause a
species to inhabit less than its full fundamental Grinnel-
lian niche, violating assumptions of modeling.7,17–19
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Table 2. Ecological niche modeling and species distribution modeling

Ecological niche modeling Modeling of the [existing fundamental] niche of a species in environmental space

with the intent of estimating the areas in geographic space holding suitable

conditions for it [= the abiotically suitable area; termed the potential

distribution by many workers], whether or not the species truly occupies those

areas (Figs. 1 and 2). In practice (and subject to critical and clearly stated

assumptions7), this is typically carried out by modeling the [abiotically] suitable

conditions [= existing fundamental niche] for the species using: (1) records of its

presence; and (2) [scenopoetic] environmental variables not affected by the

presence of the species; these data sets are assembled via selection of a study

region matching the assumptions of niche modeling; see Pitfall 4. The niche

model is then applied to geography to identify the [abiotically] suitable area for

the species. When desired, the prediction of the [abiotically] suitable area can be

processed subsequently to estimate other distributional areas for the species—for

example, and often of special interest, its range [= occupied distributional

area]—by considering information regarding dispersal and biotic interactions.

Niche models hold predictive ability across space and time.

Species distribution modeling Modeling with the intent of estimating the range [= occupied distributional area]

of a species in geographic space directly, without first passing through an

estimate of its [existing fundamental] niche in environmental space or the

corresponding [abiotically] suitable area in geographic space. In practice, this is

typically carried out by modeling the range [= occupied distributional area] of

the species using: (1) records of the presence of a species, and sometimes also

information regarding sites where it is absent; and (2) various kinds of variables,

including [scenopoetic] environmental variables not affected by the presence of

the species, and/or spatial variables (e.g., latitude and longitude); these data sets

are assembled via selection of a study region matching the assumptions of species

distribution modeling and likely violating some of those of niche modeling (see

Pitfall 4), resulting in models that include the effects of correlations of the two

data sets with dispersal limitation and biotic interactions. The species

distribution model is then applied to geography to identify the range

[= occupied distributional area] of the species. The prediction of the range

[= occupied distributional area] cannot be processed subsequently to estimate

the [abiotically] suitable area for the species. Species distribution models are not

designed to hold predictive ability across space or time.

Note: Much confusion exists in the literature regarding the terms ecological niche modeling and species distribution
modeling . Although some workers do not recognize a difference between the two (generally using the term species
distribution modeling for applications that are clearly niche-based), others maintain a conceptual distinction, requiring
two different terms for clarity.7 Following the latter perspective, I offer the definitions below to provide unambiguous
meaning for my usage of “ecological niche modeling” of Grinnellian niches (footnote b). Following these definitions,
many (but not all) recent studies conducting what the respective authors termed “species distribution modeling”
would be recategorized as having carried out “ecological niche modeling,” at least in intent. Nonspecialists may derive
more clarity from reading without inclusion of the terms supplied in brackets for the specialist.

When necessary in a particular study (which is often
the case), this prediction of suitable areas then can
be processed to take into account dispersal barriers
and the distributions of key biotic interactors (e.g.,

competitors, parasites, or mutualists) to estimate
the species’ occupied distributional area (or range,
sometimes termed the realized distribution;19,20

Figs. 1 and 2). In contrast to niche models,
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Figure 1. Diagram showing various steps involved in ecolog-
ical niche modeling. Note the following sequential steps: data
acquisition; calibration of the ecological niche model (in envi-
ronmental space); application to geographic space (including
possible transferral to other geographic regions or time peri-
ods); and processing to consider dispersal limitations and biotic
interactions.7

approaches that estimate the species’ distribution
directly do not aim to predict in other places or
time periods.

Most scientists implicitly or explicitly acknowl-
edge that all models of nature remain imperfect—
but that some (like, hopefully, ecological niche
models) constitute quite useful approximations.
Whereas the consequences of errors, or of mere in-
adequacies, of niche models for an academic (e.g.,
biogeographic) study may not incur large nega-
tive consequences for society, erroneous models for
applied uses can lead to grave repercussions—for
example, an endangered species poorly managed,
resources for combating an invasive species misallo-
cated, or public health policies gone awry. A chilling
example comes from the related zoonotic diseases
lymphatic filiariasis and loa loa in West Africa; ef-
fective prophylaxis protects against filiariasis, but its
administration to a person infected with loa loa can
be fatal.21,22 Hence, niche models, applied to geog-

raphy and then processed to take into account dis-
persal barriers and relevant biotic interactors, must
identify areas where filiariasis is transmitted but loa
loa is not. As concluded recently7 (p. 236), “such
situations, in which human lives depend on being
‘right,’ should give pause to the prospective mod-
eler.” Because of these applications of such high im-
portance to society, modelers and those associated
with museums have the justification for making eco-
logical niche models match the reality of nature as
best as possible.

Five major pitfalls: data and methodology

So why does the full utility of ecological niche mod-
eling remain underrealized? The answer lies in both
the incomplete availability of the necessary occur-
rence data and the nascent nature of the field, with
relatively few researchers well trained conceptually
and methodologically. Over a decade ago, the field
of biodiversity informatics reached a consensus re-
garding the plan of action for making high-quality
museum data available over the internet and de-
veloped the requisite technology (e.g., via the pio-
neering Mammal Networked Information System,
MaNIS23). However, despite impressive progress,
implementation of that vision remains vastly in-
complete.3,24 In addition, researchers often imple-
ment the techniques poorly, usually because of lack
of knowledge (and a paucity of clarity and con-
sensus in the literature). I highlight five particu-
lar pitfalls that limit the effective use of ecologi-
cal niche modeling, expanding upon each in turn
and noting their interrelatedness: (1) incorrect tax-
onomic identifications; (2) lacking or inadequate
databasing and georeferences (coordinates of lati-
tude and longitude); (3) effects of sampling bias
across geography; (4) selection of the study re-
gion; and (5) model evaluation to identify optimal
model complexity (Table 3). The first three con-
cern data quality and availability, where I draw at-
tention to the increased necessity for (and value
of) high-quality data, in light of recent progress
in ecological niche modeling. In contrast, the lat-
ter two represent conceptual and methodological
issues in niche modeling. Whereas other works
expand on various such topics in much greater
detail,7,25 I highlight these two because of their
cross-cutting nature and the strong associated reper-
cussions when transferring a model to another
place or time.13 Other important areas, especially
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Figure 2. Example of the prediction of a species’ abioti-
cally suitable area generated by an ecological niche model.
Areas shown in red indicate those estimated as suitable for
the rodent Nephelomys caracolus in northern Venezuela based
on climatic variables; the prediction appears draped over a
three-dimensional representation of elevation, with increasingly
dark tones indicating progressively stronger predictions for the
species.17 In addition to documented areas inhabited by N. cara-
colus in the Cordillera de la Costa, the model indicates abiotically
suitable areas in the Cordillera de Mérida (which holds records
of the congener N. meridensis) and the Serranı́a de San Luis
(which lacks published records of either species).

improved environmental data such as remotely
sensed information from satellites, offer great
promise for improving the predictions of niche
models,26,27 but I present these five, which I consider
fundamental to progress in the field. They apply to
all niche-modeling algorithms using presence-only
data along with a background (or pseudoabsence)
sample of the environments available in the study re-
gion. In addition, some are germane for techniques
that use presence-only occurrence data without even
taking a background or pseudoabsence sample, as
well as for modeling based on presence–absence and
abundance data. Those concerning data availabil-
ity also, of course, hold relevance for myriad other
uses of museum data, far beyond those associated
with ecological niche modeling.28 Fortunately, de-
spite the gravity of these five obstacles, all are sur-
mountable.

Pitfall 1: Incorrect taxonomic identifications
Taxonomic knowledge—even of relatively well-
studied groups such as birds, mammals, and
butterflies—remains inadequate. Termed the Lin-
naean shortfall, this problem is especially marked in

tropical regions of the greatest biodiversity.2,29 As a
result, the extremely variable quality of species iden-
tifications for museum specimens plagues their use
in niche modeling.5 For example, in my research
on the spiny pocket mice (Heteromys) of Colom-
bia, I found that circa one-third of the specimens
lacked correct identifications, with misidentified
specimens sometimes (falsely) “documenting” the
species hundreds of kilometers from where it actu-
ally occurs.30 Furthermore, whereas only two species
were known from South America prior to that date,
my collaborators and I subsequently described three
species of South American Heteromys new to sci-
ence based on existing (previously misidentified)
specimens.31–33 Reading of the literature and con-
versations with other taxonomists indicate that such
underestimated and mischaracterized diversity rep-
resents the norm for small nonvolant mammals
throughout the tropics. These anecdotes exemplify
the fact that many studies using identifications from
museum databases in reality model entities that do
not represent the intended species. In a nutshell,
taxonomic studies (often termed revisionary tax-
onomy) are necessary to determine what the real
species are and identify each specimen correctly.
Furthermore, in museum databases, each identi-
fied specimen requires associated fields indicating
the source and trustworthiness of the identification.
The justifications for rectifying taxonomic inade-
quacies of museum data sources, and the strategies
for doing so, intertwine with those for the second
pitfall, so I consider them together later.

Pitfall 2: Lacking or inadequate databasing
and georeferences
Despite remarkable progress, the overwhelming ma-
jority of museum holdings linger undigitized, often
with nonexistent or inadequate georeferences.5,24,c

Overall, vertebrates and plants enjoy much higher
rates of databasing, but even with vertebrates, in-
formation on the holdings of many critical, vast
collections often remains in paper format. Fur-
thermore, even when species are well characterized

cAlthough documentation of biodiversity via continued
fieldwork and collection of museum specimens consti-
tutes a critical endeavor, especially in tropical regions and
for areas experiencing high rates of habitat loss,34 I focus
here on the need for making existing biodiversity infor-
mation available for ecological niche modeling.
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Table 3. Terms related to major pitfalls hindering ecological niche modeling

Term Definition

Georeference Coordinates of latitude and longitude (or another system) indicating the position of

a point in space.

GPS (global positioning system) A device that detects information from satellites to determine the current position

of the user on Earth. Other features often include the ability to calculate the

distances and bearings of other sites relative to the current position.

Sampling bias Variation in the probability that a site has been sampled by biologists. Generally,

such bias corresponds to accessibility in geographic space and often also leads to

sampling bias in environmental space.

Transferability The application of a model (calibrated in one region) to another place in geography

and/or to another time period.

Model complexity The level of detail of a model, here often in terms of how many variables are

included, and the weights assigned to them (but also can include how complex

the functions are that model a species’ response to particular variables).

taxonomically, identifications are correct, and on-
line museum databases exist, ecological niche mod-
eling requires a high-quality georeference for each
specimen (typically, geographic coordinates of lati-
tude and longitude). This bottleneck in data avail-
ability hinders modeling at least as much as the
previously mentioned inadequacies. In addition to
developing technology to serve museum data on
the internet, the biodiversity informatics commu-
nity also established suggested standards for georef-
erencing.23 First of all, georeferences should be given
to the greatest precision possible. Second, a radius of
possible error must be associated with each georef-
erence, so that the user can filter records, discarding
all that are not of sufficient quality for the study at
hand.

I provide another anecdote from Heteromys, for
one particularly important, yet difficult to locate,
locality in Colombia: “Serranı́a del Darién, Alto de
Barrigonal.” The only record for the H. desmares-
tianus species group in South America corresponds
to this site. The Serranı́a del Darién, a mountain
range that is geologically Central American, runs
along the border between Colombia and Panama,
but I could not find the precise locality Alto de Bar-
rigonal on any map or in any gazetteer. Later, I no-
ticed that the staff of the museum housing the speci-
men had georeferenced it—to degrees, minutes, and
seconds! Because they could not find the specific lo-
cality either, coordinates had been assigned for the
middle of the mountain range. However, without an

associated possible error radius, this (otherwise rea-
sonable) georeference was useless for most studies
or, worse, perhaps even hugely misinformative. For-
tunately, upon consultation, the original collector
provided specific information that allowed location
of the site with a fairly small radius of error.30

Improving the quality of georeferences holds
great promise for increasing the utility of niche
models.35 Despite substantial progress with auto-
mated georeferencing,36 determining coordinates
by consulting detailed maps, field notes in museum
archives, and the original collectors allows for sub-
stantially more-accurate coordinates.33,37 Such ef-
forts often are necessary to arrive at coordinates that
are both sufficiently precise and accurate to match
the approximate resolution of currently available
climatic data interpolated from weather stations.38

Other data sources, especially remotely sensed data
regarding vegetation and land cover derived from
satellites, may require even finer georeferences, such
as those from GPS readings. Fortunately, many spec-
imens (of various species) often come from the same
locality, so not every specimen needs to be georef-
erenced individually.

Of course, inadequacies of taxonomic knowl-
edge, databasing, and georeferencing (Pitfalls 1 and
2) were recognized in the past, with pioneering
and visionary documents produced by the over-
lapping communities of taxonomic/systematic bi-
ology and biodiversity informatics, outlining the
steps necessary to rectify them while taking into
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Table 4. Issues related to calibrating ecological niche models

Term Definition

Spatial bias Bias (see sampling bias; Table 3) in geographic space.

Environmental bias Bias (see sampling bias; Table 3) in environmental space (e.g., for the environmental

variables used in ecological niche modeling).

Noise Random variation due to the effects of sampling, without any systematic bias.

Signal The true information concerning an entity being studied. Here, from data

representing a species’ niche accurately.

Calibration The step or steps involved in forming a model, here one that estimates a species’

niche based on occurrence data and environmental variables.

Evaluation Here, the use of data not used in model calibration in order to determine model

performance and significance, ideally using evaluation data fully independent of

those employed in model calibration.

Sampling effort Generally, the strength or intensity of sampling by biologists, but also may include

consideration of the suite of techniques employed.

Target group Those species that can be observed or collected with the same sampling techniques

as the focal species of interest.

account necessary safeguards regarding the online
dissemination of sensitive information (e.g., for en-
dangered species vulnerable due to the pet trade3,39).
Indeed, some museums and taxonomic communi-
ties have achieved spectacular success in databas-
ing, and sometimes also georeferencing. However,
progress for other museums and groups of organ-
isms lags behind, especially with regard to the level
and quality of georeferencing.24 Furthermore, al-
most all groups of organisms still suffer from the
Linnaean shortfall (with the lack of trained and
employed systematists hindering progress), espe-
cially for tropical regions and for hyper-diverse
invertebrates.2

The necessary philosophies and technologies ex-
ist for all of these challenges, awaiting implementa-
tion once advocacy leads to the necessary funding.
The excellent progress in databasing and georefer-
encing should continue, and advancement in tax-
onomic studies must accelerate. Immense invest-
ment in specimen-based taxonomic studies and in
pervasive digitization and georeferencing of mu-
seum holdings should lead to high-quality occur-
rence data available over the internet for a wide
array of plants and animals.d In my opinion, such

dI leave to others better capable the calculations regarding
the monetary amount of funding necessary.

funding can be justified—by making the value of
the resulting data to society as a whole understood
broadly by policy makers and governmental offi-
cials, especially those making budgetary decisions.
The literature from the past few years makes it in-
creasingly clear that those museums and taxonomic
groups that achieve high-quality data available on-
line will get their data used (showing the relevance of
museum collections to society), whereas those that
do not, will not. Furthermore, the better the data,
the more realistic the resulting models—providing
additional incentive for improvement in data qual-
ity for museum-based scientists concerned with the
misuse of inadequate data if served online. The criti-
cal applications of museum data via ecological niche
modeling represent an opportunity for museums to
contribute information and solutions to key soci-
etal issues, as well as a compelling justification for
investment in the taxonomic studies and concomi-
tant discovery of biodiversity that have been and
remain a core mission of museums.

Pitfall 3: Effects of sampling bias across
geography
The very nature of the collecting expeditions that
have led to the unique and irreplaceable mu-
seum holdings that constitute our primary docu-
mentation of biodiversity creates a major problem
for ecological niche modeling (Table 4)—one that
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researchers must, and can, address in order to
produce realistic models.1,5 Sampling effort varies
tremendously across the globe, for example, with
much higher effort in populated areas, temperate
regions, and areas near roads and rivers that serve as
access points.40,41 This spatial bias affects the model-
calibration process greatly (and also leads to prob-
lems for evaluating model quality, see later). The
most serious problems occur when biases in the en-
vironments sampled accompany the spatial biases.
The aim, of course, is to model the requirements
of the species (its niche), not any bias in collec-
tion effort (in space and/or environment). When
sampling effort across geography can be quantified,
it should be integrated into the model-calibration
process itself. Although the information necessary
for direct quantification of sampling effort (e.g.,
via consultation of detailed field notes) does not
exist for most museums, one suitable proxy for it
does.

Because museum specimens themselves repre-
sent the product of sampling, they collectively can
serve as a surrogate of sampling effort. This re-
quires selection of a “target group” of species that
are sampled with the same techniques as the fo-
cal species of interest (e.g., small nonvolant mam-
mals, such as rodents, marsupials, and shrews in
the Neotropics42). Such information—which indi-
cates which areas, and hence environments, have
been more thoroughly sampled—can then be inte-
grated into model calibration, in effect correcting
for sampling bias.43,e The beauty lays in the fact
that digitization and georeferencing of all records
of such a group (rectification of Pitfall 2) al-
lows researchers to circumvent the serious prob-
lems posed by Pitfall 3, further leveraging such
efforts!f Fortunately, for this use, the specimen
identifications only need to be correct for the fo-
cal species being modeled, with specimens of other
species simply identified as members of the target
group. Hence, this strategy can be implemented be-
fore taxonomists fully rectify the Linnaean shortfall
(Pitfall 1).

Pitfall 4: Selection of the study region
Determining the relevant study region for model
calibration represents a topic of great importance—
especially when transferring a niche model to an-
other place or time. For years, this puzzling ques-
tion did not seem a primary determinant of model

quality. However, with the advent of advanced tech-
niques capable of fitting very complex models, it
came to the forefront. Recent research has clarified
that environmental data from regions that may hold
suitable conditions but in which the species is absent
for other reasons should not be included in back-
ground samples (which are intended to represent the
environments available to the species).17,44 Specifi-
cally, a species may be absent from such areas due
to dispersal barriers or because biotic interactions
lead to a negative population growth rate for the
focal species (for example, because of the presence
of a competitor or the lack of a key mutualist18). En-
vironmental information from such areas provides
false negative signal that thwarts efforts to model

eLacking data regarding sampling effort (quantified di-
rectly, or approximated via indices calculated from data
regarding the target group), modelers face a quandary:
to reduce bias (geographic and possibly environmental)
but not signal (correct information regarding the species’
niche). To ameliorate problems associated with biased
sampling effort, researchers can filter localities spatially,
for example, removing nearby localities (e.g., maintain-
ing the largest set of localities possible, subject to the con-
straint that all lie at least x km from each other17). Deter-
mination of the appropriate distance x remains arbitrary
at present and likely depends on the level of sampling
bias and the heterogeneity of the environment (which it-
self likely varies across the study region).7 If the chosen
x is too small, not enough bias will be removed; con-
versely, if it is too large, the species’ true niche signal will
be diluted. Hence, although spatial filtering represents a
helpful approach when no other solution is available, in-
clusion of information regarding sampling effort in the
model-calibration process (e.g., via information on the
target group) constitutes a far-superior tactic.42,43

f Information regarding the target group provides an ad-
ditional valuable benefit for ecological niche models: the
possibility of testing for artifactual absences. The pro-
jection of a niche model onto geography indicates the
abiotically suitable areas for the species, but dispersal lim-
itations19 or biotic interactions20 may limit it from oc-
cupying all abiotically suitable areas. In order to identify
such cases, researchers must consider whether sampling
effort has been sufficient to demonstrate a species’ absence
from a region that holds abiotically suitable conditions
but lacks records of the species. Such tests for artifactual
absences can be accomplished using indices of sampling
effort provided by data regarding the target group.42
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Table 5. Challenges related to transferring an ecological niche model to another place or time period and to model
evaluation

Term Definition

Interpolation Here, prediction between known values of an environmental variable.

Extrapolation Here, prediction into environmental values beyond the range (in environmental

space) of the geographic area on which the model was calibrated (common when

a model is applied to cross-time or cross-space situations).

Nonanalog environments Environmental conditions (often climatic) in one place or time period that do not

exist in another place or time (e.g., that used in model calibration). In ecological

niche modeling, non analog environments require extrapolation in

environmental space to make a prediction, which generally should be interpreted

with great caution.

Truncated response curves Curves of the species’ response to a particular variable that do not include the full

domain of an environmental variable. Such a situation can lead to nonanalog

environments when transferring a model to another place or time period.

Performance Characterization of how well or poorly a model predicts independent data, but not

necessarily including statistical assessment of model significance.

Significance Determination via statistical tests whether or not predictions of evaluation data

differ from a random null hypothesis with a particular level of probabilistic

confidence. Often based on some measure of model performance, tests of model

significance typically assess whether the model predicts evaluation data better

than random expectations (one-tailed hypothesis).

Overfitting The situation when model complexity is excessive and a model shows close fit to

calibration data but is less able to predict independent evaluation data. Note that

overfitting can be to noise and/or to sampling bias.

the species’ niche and the corresponding abiotically
suitable areas in geography.g

Critically, these smaller study regions necessary
for model calibration in the “here and now” high-
light a key limitation of applying niche models to
other places or time periods: the problem of ex-
trapolating a model (in environmental space) to
make predictions for environmental conditions that
do not exist in the calibration study region (e.g.,
nonanalog climates; Table 513,45). For example, a
species may survive and reproduce very well at the

g In most cases, it will be difficult to identify such regions
operationally in great detail (in order to exclude them
from the study region used for model calibration). How-
ever, fairly reasonable study regions can be approximated
(for example, by taking into account the distributions of
major vegetation types), matching the relevant assump-
tions of modeling much more closely than the excessively
expansive study regions often used presently.17

warmest temperatures present in the study region,
but how can we estimate what its response would
be to even warmer temperatures on another conti-
nent or under future climatic change? This problem,
often termed “truncated response curves,” has no
easy solution, with the required laboratory or green-
house physiological experiments laborious and sel-
dom feasible.46 Hence, in these cases, the researcher
must make some assumption regarding the species’
response in order to derive a prediction from the
model.17 In practice, some algorithms flag affected
pixels of a cross-space or cross-time prediction,
indicating where extrapolation in environmental
space occurred and how strong an effect it had
on the prediction—and therefore, where caution
should be taken when interpreting predictions.47

Although few current studies take into account
these paramount principles of study-region selec-
tion and extrapolation in environmental space, they
now exist clearly in the literature, and I predict that
their consideration will become standard. They also
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embody key principles for model evaluation,7 as
shown later.

Pitfall 5: Model evaluation to identify optimal
model complexity
Researchers should demonstrate good performance
(and statistical significance) for niche models be-
fore interpreting and using them for academic or
applied uses, especially for those models that re-
quire transferral to another place or time (Table 5).
Many factors can lead to poorly performing mod-
els, but the need to achieve (or at least approximate)
optimal model complexity cuts across all algorithms
and uses and is especially germane for cross-space or
cross-time studies.7 Unfortunately, evaluations that
allow valid quantification of model performance
and identification of optimal model complexity of-
ten evade researchers.h Having only presence-only
data and a background sample (i.e., no information
regarding sites where the species is absent)—plus
the very objective of niche modeling: identifying the
abiotically suitable areas for the species, rather than
its occupied distributional area—seriously limits the
options for model evaluation. However, several rel-
evant strategies exist.

The overreaching principle of model evalua-
tion should be to determine whether the model
predicts independent data well and—for many
applications—whether it has the ability to pre-
dict across space and/or time. A good model de-
scribes the species’ requirements sufficiently (and
better than a random prediction) but does not over-
fit to the peculiarities—be they bias or noise—of
the calibration data. Hence, with techniques ca-
pable of producing complex models, controlling
model complexity—avoiding overfitting—becomes
vital.6,7 This is especially important given the perva-
sive biases of biodiversity data and the small sample
sizes available for many species, the latter of which

hConfusion regarding evaluations of model quality
permeates much of the literature, primarily because
researchers frequently use measures appropriate for
presence–absence evaluation data but that misrepresent
reality when applied to presence only evaluation data
(along with a background or pseudoabsence sample). Per-
haps most importantly, false positive rates (= commission
error rates) suffer from overinflation, often very substan-
tially.48 Myriad critical technical points regarding model
evaluation appear elsewhere.7,25,49

leads to concomitant problems regarding noise. Al-
gorithmic settings that influence model complexity
(e.g., the level of regularization in Maxent50) can
affect model output greatly, creating the need to
vary model parameters and select those that lead to
the highest performance in evaluations made with
independent data.51–53

Meaningful evaluations with these goals assess a
model’s prediction using localities that are indepen-
dent of those used to calibrate it.i For example, re-
searchers should not use evaluation localities that lie
close to the calibration ones. That nonindependence
inflates estimates of performance and significance
because such sites represent the same environmental
information without constituting truly independent
data points.49,j In an even broader sense, transfer-
ring a model to another place or time period (e.g.,
after climatic change) requires knowledge that the
model performs well under some kind of transferral.
Occurrence data from other time periods generally
do not exist for studies of the effects of climatic
change. In such cases, the only option for evaluat-
ing transferral with independent data is to transfer
across space, for example, via spatially structured
subsampling of available occurrence records into

iAs intimated above (Pitfall 4), theory indicates that the
study region appropriate for model calibration also con-
stitutes that appropriate for model evaluation.7 Violation
of this principle pervades the literature, leading to a dou-
ble whammy: poor models (because of an improper cal-
ibration region) that appear to be very good (because
of the same, inappropriate, region used for evaluation).
Typically, this occurs with extremely large study regions
that include extensive areas of abiotically suitable condi-
tions from which the species is absent due to dispersal
limitations associated with contingent events of its evo-
lutionary history19 (although the limitations also could
derive from biotic interactions that lead to a negative
population growth rate for the focal species20). The re-
sulting false negative signal from such regions leads to
models that vastly underestimate the abiotically suitable
area for the species; concomitantly, the evaluation erro-
neously suggests that such a prediction is correct, because
no occurrence record for the species exists from those re-
gions (which lie on the other side of the dispersal barrier).
jSpatial filtering of occurrence data (mentioned above for
Pitfall 3) likely ameliorates this problem, but the degree
of filtering remains arbitrary.
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calibration and evaluation datasets.6,7,54,k Although
few recent studies employ evaluation strategies ef-
fective in identifying optimal model complexity and
the ability to predict across space and/or time, I pre-
dict that they will become pervasive.

Agenda: Making museum data and
ecological niche modeling ready to
address critical environmental issues of
the 21st century

Despite these largely cautionary reflections, tremen-
dous opportunity for progress exists, both with re-
gard to data availability and the implementation of
ecological niche modeling. Concerning data avail-
ability, museum holdings only will be maximally
useful to society when high-quality information on
those specimens is available across regions and taxo-
nomic groups, ready to be accessed when the partic-
ular problem for a species of interest presents itself . For
example, studies of an emerging zoonotic disease or
recently detected invasive species call for quick ac-
tion. In such a situation, society needs to be able to
count on the data being ready, rather than requir-
ing a special (and often prohibitively slow) effort to
clarify the taxonomy and digitize and georeference
the records of the species of interest (Pitfalls 1 and
2). Furthermore, correcting for collection biases (a
critical issue in niche modeling; Pitfall 3) will be
possible when data for the whole target group exist
for all the museums providing records of the focal
species itself.

In my view, museums (or better yet, consortia of
museums) can make effective arguments for major
funding to realize these societal needs. The key lies
in leveraging unique museum holdings to justify
investment in taxonomic studies, identification of
specimens, databasing, and georeferencing of local-
ities. Particular subgroups more likely to be of eco-
nomic or medical relevance (e.g., rodents or flies)
and those already in a relatively advanced state of
taxonomic knowledge surely can sell these ideas
more easily. However, in principle, the utility of in-

kAs is appropriate for tests of transferability, these evalua-
tions require the same caveats and assumptions related
to truncated response curves and nonanalog environ-
ments mentioned earlier,45 as well as the assumption of no
differences in inherited niche physiology across geography
or time.7

vestments in making museum data useful to soci-
ety should ring clear across taxonomic groups and
geographic regions. For the short term, I suggest
continued large-scale, across-the-board databasing
and georeferencing initiatives, with a variety of high-
priority taxonomic projects realized in parallel. Such
progress will allow niche modeling for the most-
critical focal species, taking advantage of digitized
and georeferenced records of the full target group in
order to correct for collection biases (even if the tax-
onomic information of some members of the target
group remains incomplete). In the medium term,
further taxonomic efforts should fill in the gaps in
high-quality identifications as rapidly as possible.
Although progress rectifying the Linnaean shortfall
surely will proceed unevenly with respect to taxo-
nomic group and geographic region, effective advo-
cacy should lead to ever-broadening coverage over
time.

Parallel to such data-availability efforts, society
needs advances in ecological niche modeling, with
regard both to technology and—especially—to hu-
man capacity. For the former, the field requires soft-
ware that achieves an appropriate balance between
automation and supervision. Currently, many soft-
ware packages implementing niche-modeling algo-
rithms provide default settings that allow efficient
processing of data automatically, yielding niche
models for many species simultaneously. However,
such ease of use also promotes ease of misuse. Bi-
ologists with knowledge of the species and geo-
graphic area must select the relevant study region
for model calibration carefully (Pitfall 4). Similarly,
well-trained modelers must supervise the evalua-
tion process, because default settings do not neces-
sarily lead to models with optimal levels of model
complexity (Pitfall 5). At present, it remains time
consuming to implement the steps of model calibra-
tion and evaluation necessary to produce and doc-
ument highly performing models, even for skilled
users programming batch files via code. This sit-
uation calls for software that automates repetitive
aspects of the process, while allowing (and forcing)
the user to provide input when critical biological and
conceptual decisions need to be made. Ideally, such
software will be general with respect to the actual
modeling algorithm or algorithms used to create the
model—that is, umbrella tools that can be employed
in concert with any particular modeling algorithm
desired.
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Complementarily, the field must produce a much
larger number of scientists capable of building and
applying high-quality niche models, as well as a
broad community able to appraise their quality and
utility. Rather similar to the trend in job searches in
museums and universities in the 1980s and 1990s,
which often targeted taxonomists and evolutionary
biologists with molecular skills (e.g., protein elec-
trophoresis and later DNA sequencing), I predict
that the next decade will see a wave of openings
specifically desiring scientists fluent in ecological
niche modeling and associated spatial analyses.11

To train this generation of researchers and expand
the knowledge base of those educated before them
requires both clear literature and extensive educa-
tional opportunities. Although this research area
remains in extremely rapid development, the lit-
erature published over the past few years seems
to be leading towards a synthesis of ideas and a
maturation of methodologies.7 Obviously, editors,
reviewers, and the pool of scientists worldwide all
play vital roles in helping achieve these goals via
productive debate, insistence upon rigor, and a fos-
tering of creativity. Furthermore, continued prolif-
eration of workshops and graduate courses will be
necessary to train the scientists needed by society.
This training must include both the theoretical and
the methodological aspects of niche modeling. In
my experience, such venues bring together fasci-
nating mixes of people excited to apply emerging
technology, consider new ideas, and answer bio-
geographic questions regarding the systems they
study.

Indeed, I have found that ecological niche mod-
eling and biodiversity informatics attract scientists
with exceptionally diverse backgrounds and inter-
ests. That, together with their intelligence and cre-
ativity, epitomizes the interdisciplinary nature of the
field and has made it a fascinating area of research
over the past decade. With a meeting of societal
needs, stores of critical data, blossoming technolo-
gies, and capable minds, the next years provide the
opportunity to realize the potential that museums
and ecological niche modeling offer society. Given
the enormous relevance of biodiversity and the envi-
ronment to humankind over the next century—and
the irreversibility of many of the biological changes
that may occur—a significant component of history
will depend on our success.
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